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High-Throughput Virtual Screening Using Quantum
Mechanical Probes: Discovery of Selective Kinase
Inhibitors
Ting Zhou and Amedeo Caflisch*[a]
A procedure based on semi-empirical quantum mechanical
(QM) calculations of interaction energy is proposed for the
rapid screening of compound poses generated by highthroughput docking. Small molecules (consisting of 2–10
atoms and termed “probes”) are overlapped with polar groups
in the binding site of the protein target. The interaction
energy values between each compound pose and the probes,
calculated by a semi-empirical Hamiltonian, are used as filters.
The QM probe method does not require fixed partial charges
and takes into account polarization and charge-transfer effects
which are not captured by conventional force fields. The procedure is applied to screen ~ 100 million poses (of 2.7 million
commercially available compounds) obtained by high-through-

put docking in the ATP binding site of the tyrosine kinase erythropoietin-producing human hepatocellular carcinoma receptor B4 (EphB4). Three QM probes on the hinge region and one
at the entrance pocket are employed to select for binding affinity, while a QM probe on the side chain of the so-called
gatekeeper residue (a hypervariable residue in the kinome) is
used to enforce selectivity. The poses with favorable interactions with the five QM probes are filtered further for hydrophobic matching and low ligand strain. In this way, a single-digit
micromolar inhibitor of EphB4 with a relatively good selectivity
profile is identified in a multimillion-compound library upon
experimental tests of only 23 molecules.

Introduction
Fast and accurate methods for computing the binding free
energy between small molecules and proteins are required for
computer-aided drug design (CADD).[1–6] The increasing popularity of quantum mechanical (QM) methods in CADD is not
just a consequence of ever-growing computing power, but is
also due to the first-principle nature of QM, which should provide the highest accuracy.[7–10] However, the computation time
required for QM ranges from N3 (semi-empirical) to N5 (secondorder Møller–Plesset perturbation theory and other post-Hartree–Fock methods), for which N is the number of basis functions.[11] Therefore, QM is used for molecular systems of limited
size, such as in the hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach,[12, 13] or for a small subset of
atoms, while a polarizable continuum model is employed to
describe the protein and the solvent.[14] In linear scaling QM
methods, the computing time scales with N2 or even N if the
local character of chemical interactions is fully exploited.[7, 15–19]
Using linear scaling theory, Stewart and Anikin et al. applied
the software package MOZYME[20] and LocalSCF,[21] respectively,
to calculate QM energies with localized molecular orbital
(LMO) theory. Recently, we developed the quantum mechanical
linear interaction energy model with continuum electrostatic
solvation (QMLIECE), in which the electrostatic contribution to
the binding energy is evaluated by a semi-empirical QM
divide-and-conquer strategy. QMLIECE is useful for highly variable charge–charge interactions, as in the case of 44 peptidic inhibitors of a flaviviral nonstructural 3 serine protease.[22] Nevertheless, neither LMO theory nor the QMLIECE approach are fast
enough for evaluating multiple poses of small molecules genChemMedChem 2010, 5, 1007 – 1014

erated by high-throughput virtual screening (HTVS). Therefore,
Vasilyev and Bliznyuk first used fast-scoring functions for ranking, and then applied the LMO theory, as implemented in
MOZYME, to only the 10–100 top-ranking poses.[23] We have
applied QMLIECE to < 10 000 poses at most.[22] No application
of QM methods to millions of poses in HTVS has been reported
yet.
Herein, a procedure based on semi-empirical QM is developed for the in silico screening of millions of poses generated
by high-throughput docking of large libraries of compounds.
The interaction energies (IEs) between small molecules and individual polar groups (probes) in the binding pocket of the
protein target are used to filter out poses that are not likely to
bind. The method focuses on exploiting advantages of QM in
HTVS, such as independence of force field parameters and the
ability to capture charge transfer, polarization, and directionspecific effects, which are very important for describing hydrogen bonds (HBs).[24] Flexibility of the functional groups of some
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of the side chains is taken into account by partial optimization
of the structure of the complex. As a proof of principle, the
QM probe approach is applied to the receptor tyrosine kinase
erythropoietin-producing human hepatocellular carcinoma receptor B4 (EphB4), which is involved in cancer-related angiogenesis.[25–27] Docking is performed at the ATP binding site, and
five QM probes are used for filtering: three probes represent
the backbone polar groups of the hinge region,[28] one probe
is located at the entrance pocket, and a fifth probe is selected
at the gatekeeper side chain[28–32] (Thr693 in EphB4) to bias the
in silico screening toward selective inhibitors of EphB4.

Methods
Design of QM probes
The QM probes are small molecular fragments (2–10 atoms)
used for the efficient evaluation of the IE between polar
groups of the protein and the ligand. The QM probes are “designed” 1) to reflect the local electronic structures in the binding pocket, 2) to be as simple as possible for computational efficiency, and 3) to distinguish sensitively between favorable
and adverse contacts. Methanol, acetate anion, methylammonium cation, and guanidinium cation probes are essentially
identical to the corresponding functional groups in the side
chains of Ser/Thr/Tyr, Asp/Glu, Lys, and Arg, respectively
(Table 1).

Table 1. QM probes for polar groups in proteins.[a]
Functional
Group

Location in
Proteins

Probe
Molecule

backbone, Asn, Gln

H2O

backbone, Asn, Gln

HF

Ser, Thr, Tyr

CH3OH

–

Asp, Glu

CH3CO2

–

Lys

CH3NH3 +

–

Arg

+

C(NH2)3

Overlapping
Position

–

[a] Atoms in boldface are flexible during QM minimization of complex formation enthalpy, which is carried out with rigid ligand.
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A water molecule is used as probe for the carbonyl group in
the backbone as well as in the Asn and Gln side chains. Furthermore, the plane of the water molecule is perpendicular to
that of the carbonyl group to have the same orientation of the
lone pairs (Table 1).[33, 34] Water is more appropriate than acetone or acetamide because the additional methyl or amino
group, respectively, may be involved in van der Waals (vdW) interactions with the ligand, and thus attenuate the energetic
difference due to the formation of HB. Formaldehyde is not as
sensitive as the water molecule in detecting the formation of
HB because it has one carbon atom more than water, and the
carbon atom may also form vdW interactions with the ligand.
The hydrogen fluoride (HF) probe is used to emulate the
amide group in the backbone of the protein as well as in the
Asn and Gln side chains for two reasons: First, HF is the strongest neutral HB donor, and thus is the most sensitive as a
probe molecule to detect HB acceptors. Second, HF is a twoatom molecule, and has little additional vdW interactions with
ligands.
The QM probe method was first assessed on cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2; see the Supporting Information) and
then applied to EphB4. The application to CDK2 shows that
the method is able to identify classical HBs as well as favorable
polar interactions such as that between aromatic CH and carbonyl oxygen.[35]
Calculation of interaction energy
Multiple poses of the ligands are determined by automatic
docking and force field minimization (see below). Ligands are
always fixed during the evaluation of the interaction energy
IE = Hligand–probe Hligand Hprobe, for which H is the formation enthalpy calculated with MOPAC[36] and the semi-empirical Hamiltonian PM6.[37] It has been reported that density functionals
can quantitatively reproduce the HB energy of CCSD(T) (Coupled-Cluster with Single and Double and perturbative Triple excitations),[38–44] but considering the efficiency required for filtering several million poses, rapid PM6 was selected eventually.[45]
The IEs between rigid probes and the ligand are calculated directly, while optimization of Hligand–probe is carried out for flexible
probes. In particular, the coordinates of the atoms in boldface
in Table 1 are optimized to find an energy minimum of the
ligand–probe complex. The IE evaluation of rigid probes is fast
(< 0.5 s), while ~ 30 s are required for the flexible probes. To
improve efficiency, the interactions of the ligand with the rigid
probes are calculated first and can be used as filters. This strategy was used in the application to EphB4 (see the Polar interactions: QM probe energies section below).
Preparation of EphB4
Because the structure of the kinase domain of EphB4 was not
available when we started this work, a homology model was
built using the structure of EphB2 (mouse, PDB ID: 1JPA) as
template. The sequence identity between human EphB4 and
mouse EphB2 is 88 %. A detailed description of the homology
modeling procedure has been published.[46] Notably, the RMSD
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between the homology model and the crystal structure of
EphB4 (PDB ID: 2VWX) is only 0.28  for 179 of 242 Ca atoms.
Moreover, the orientation of the side chains in the ATP binding
site is essentially identical in the model and the X-ray structure,
the largest discrepancy (1.1 ) being at the tip of the Met668
side chain in the hydrophobic pocket.
Preparation of the library and initial filtering
Of the 9.8 million compounds in the 2007 version of the ZINC
library,[47] ~ 2.7 million had at least one HB donor and one HB
acceptor, and a molecular weight (Mr) < 500 g mol 1. The molecules were assigned protonation states at pH 7 and were prepared in multiple protonation states and multiple tautomeric
forms. The presence of HB donor(s) and acceptor(s) is essential,
as the QM probe method focuses on the evaluation of HB patterns,[35] while the filter on Mr was employed because small
molecules are more appropriate as lead compounds. The molecular properties used for filtering were calculated by DAIM.[48]
The program WITNOTP (Armin Widmer, Novartis Pharma, Basel,
Switzerland) was used for automatic assignment of CHARMm
atom types and parameters,[49] including partial charges, which
were determined by an iterative approach based on the partial
equalization of orbital electronegativity.[50, 51]

and EvdW/Mr < 0.05 kcal g 1. Considering the efficiency and accuracy, the vdW filters are more appropriately calculated with
force field methods than with QM.[57]

Results and Discussion
Docking and van der Waals filters
A total of ~ 100 million poses of 2.7 million compounds were
generated by flexible ligand docking into the rigid ATP binding
site of EphB4. The vdW filters decreased the number of poses
to ~ 90 million.

Polar interactions: QM probe energies
Thirteen polar groups were replaced by QM probes in the ATP
binding site of EphB4 (Figure 1). According to the definitions
of Traxler and Furet,[28, 58] Probes 1–3 lie in the adenine binding

Docking into EphB4
Version 4 of AutoDock[52] was used for flexible ligand docking
of the ZINC subset of 2.7 million compounds using a rigid protein. First, the atom-specific affinity map files were generated
by AutoGrid.[53] The numbers of points in the x, y, and z directions were 62, 52, and 42, respectively, and the spacing between two adjacent grid points was 0.25 . AutoDock was
then employed to generate multiple poses for further minimization by CHARMM.[54] Because the AutoDock scoring function
was not used for ranking, AutoDock energy evaluations were
limited to 25 000 for each hybrid-genetic-local-search in order
to speed up the docking procedure. The hybrid-genetic-localsearch was run 400 times with different initial seeds to obtain
multiple poses for each compound. (In preliminary docking
runs of known EphB4 inhibitors, it was more likely to obtain
the correct binding mode by using a large number of hybridgenetic-local-searches than a large number of energy evaluations and only a few searches.) The docking was followed by
energy minimization in the rigid protein using the CHARMm
force field.[49] Redundant poses were eliminated by clustering
using an all-atom RMSD cutoff of 0.01 . For each pose, the IE
values with the QM probes as well as electrostatics and vdW
efficiencies were stored in a table of the data management
system for distributed virtual screening (DVSDMS).[55]
van der Waals filters
Upon energy minimization, loose vdW filters[56] were applied to
all poses to eliminate those with clashes and/or poor steric
complementarity.[7] The following cutoffs of the CHARMm intermolecular vdW energy were employed: EvdW < 20 kcal mol 1
ChemMedChem 2010, 5, 1007 – 1014

Figure 1. The 13 QM probes in the ATP binding site of the receptor tyrosine
kinase EphB4. The probes are shown as spheres colored by atom type, with
hydrogen in gray, carbon in green, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red, and fluorine in cyan. The QM probes on side chains are labeled with the residue
type and number, while those on the backbone are labeled only by the residue number.

region, Probe 4 is located at the entrance pocket, Probes 5 and
9 lie in the ribose binding pocket, Probe 6 is in the phosphate
binding pocket, and Probes 10–12 lie in the hydrophobic
pocket. The virtual screening focuses on binding at the hinge
region; therefore Probes 1–3 were selected for filtering.
Probe 4 was also taken into account for filtering, as it is very
close to the hinge region. Moreover, the hydroxy group of the
gatekeeper residue (Probe 10 at Thr693) was included to bias
the search toward selective kinase inhibitors,[28–32] as only 95 of
the 507 human protein kinases have Thr as a gatekeeper.[59]
Whether to consider a specific probe depends on the requirement; for example, Probes 5 and 9 must be taken into account
if the polar interactions in the ribose binding pocket need to
be inspected. Therefore, the unused probes may be employed
in future studies, such as combinatorial lead optimization or
de novo design.[60]
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Table 2. QM probe energies and experimentally measured IC50 values of four known EphB4 inhibitors.

Compd

Structure

Eprobe [kcal mol 1]
Mr [g mol 1] IC50 [mm] Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 3 Probe 4 Probe 10

ALTA2[46]

353

1.4

4.31

PP2[69]

302

0.34

3.71

ONC102[70]

365

0.10

2.46

MIYA9f[71]

434

0.021

3.04

Four known inhibitors of EphB4 were used to determine the
cutoffs for filtering according to the QM probe energy. The
four inhibitors were docked into the ATP binding site of EphB4
and minimized with the same protocols as used for the highthroughput docking. Table 2 shows structures and probe energies of these inhibitors. The probe energy values are robust
upon minor shifts in the binding mode (see Supporting Information table S-I).
The QM probe energies of the four known EphB4 inhibitors
and ~ 100 compounds (selected randomly as representatives of
inactive compounds) were taken into account to determine
the cutoffs for filtering. These are: Eprobe1 < 2 kcal mol 1 (typical hydrogen bond energy of N H···:O)[61] and Eprobe2, Eprobe3,
Eprobe4, and Eprobe10 < 0.5 kcal mol 1. Furthermore, the filter based
on the sum Eprobe1 + Eprobe2 < 3.8 kcal mol 1 was employed to
give more weight to the two most buried polar groups of the
hinge region. Because the methanol Probe 10 at the gatekeeper residue is flexible, its interaction was calculated only if
Eprobe1 < 0 kcal mol 1. The filters based on QM probes decreased
the number of poses from 90 million to 955 094 poses of
509 101 molecules. In other words, the QM probe filtering diminished the average number of poses per molecule from 37
to 2.
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Apolar interactions: Hydrophobic matching

The QM probes do not account
for hydrophobic surface matching upon binding, which is important to evaluate the interac0.37
0.14
0.34
0.41
tion at the hydrophobic pocket
for kinases with a small gatekeeper
residue,
such
as
EphB4.[62] The atoms of the
ligand were classified as polar or
3.18
1.24
0.12
2.98
nonpolar according to their QMcalculated partial charges (semiempirical PM6 Hamiltonian and
Mulliken population analysis). By
comparing the QM charges of
typical polar and nonpolar
atoms in small molecules, 0.22
2.43
1.38
0.22
2.32
electronic units was selected as
the threshold, that is, those
atoms with partial charge in the
range from 0.22 to 0.22 electronic units were considered
apolar, while the remaining
2.25
1.16
5.53
3.47
atoms were considered polar.
Although this assignment requires the choice of an arbitrary
threshold value, it was adopted
because of its efficiency and
simplicity. The hydrophobic matching was approximated by
the vdW interactions between the residues within the hydrophobic pocket of EphB4 (Val629, Ala645, the nonpolar part of
Lys647, Met668, Ile691, and Thr693) and the nonpolar atoms of
the ligand. A hydrophobic matching of at least 5 kcal mol 1
was used to significantly decrease the number of poses for further analysis (15 979 poses belonging to 13 823 molecules).
Visual inspection of some of the discarded poses confirmed
that they do not fill the hydrophobic pocket with significant
apolar surface matching.
Ligand strain filter
To evaluate the strain of the ligand, a minimization was performed in the absence of the protein starting from the bound
conformation. The program MOPAC with a semi-empirical
Hamiltonian RM1[63] was used for the minimization. The program ROCS[64] was employed to overlap the conformation
minimized in the absence of the protein with the pose used as
the starting point of the minimization, and to calculate the
shape Tanimoto. The latter is defined as OAB/(VA+VB OAB), in
which OAB is the volume overlap between conformer A and
conformer B, and VA and VB are the volumes of conformers A
and B, respectively.[65] A shape Tanimoto close to 1 implies that
the two conformations are essentially identical. The distribution of the shape Tanimoto of the 15 979 poses is shown in
Supporting Information figure S-VII. A threshold for shape Tani-
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moto > 0.9 was chosen to further decrease the number of
poses for visual inspection. In total, 8461 poses belonging to
7536 molecules passed this filter. Finally, 23 compounds were
selected for experimental validation upon visual inspection of
the first 1000 poses sorted according to QM probe energies
and CHARMm intermolecular energy (see Supporting Information table S-IV). Sortings were simply carried out according to
the sum of CHARMm intermolecular nonbonding energy
terms, and the five probe energies (Probes 1–4 and 10) separately. The top ~ 166 poses of each ranking were selected. The
main criteria used to filter out poses during visual inspection
were the involvement of highly flexible functional groups such
as (CH2)n OH (n  1) in HBs with the hinge region, and the
desolvation of polar groups in the ATP binding site that were
not involved in intermolecular HBs. The former was required,
as the QM probe filters do not take into account the loss in
conformational entropy upon binding. Visual inspection, although subjective, is an inevitable procedure for discarding
poses with unfavorable interactions and/or unlikely conformations.[66] Filtered by the QM probe and vdW energies, the remaining poses are inspected very efficiently, as key polar and
apolar interactions have already been verified.
Computational requirements
The docking approach requires ~ 10 min per compound on a
single Opteron CPU 244 (2.4 GHz). The energy minimization requires ~ 10 min for an average of 50 poses for each compound.
The CPU time for calculating an IE with a rigid QM probe is
< 0.5 s mainly for the program input/output process, while
~ 30 seconds are needed for calculating the IE with a flexible
probe. Despite the large quantity of molecules and poses, distributing docking and minimization jobs to hundreds of CPUs
in two Beowulf clusters, selecting specific molecules and
poses, and applying filters was efficiently managed by the database management system
DVSDMS.[55]

3-carboxamide scaffold. Two of these three thiophene derivatives have an inhibitor concentration for half-maximal activity
(IC50) < 10 mm in both assays, while the third has respective
IC50 values of 9 and 17 mm (Table 3).
The predicted binding mode of compound 1 (Figure 2) indicates that its amide group N1 H, carbonyl group C2=O, and
Table 3. Experimental validation of EphB4 inhibitors identified by highthroughput docking and the QM probe approach.
Compd

Structure

Mr [g mol 1]

IC50 [mm]
FRET[a] [g-33P]ATP[b]

1

373

8.4, 7.6

2

2

360

7.1, 4.6

2

3

388

17.5, 16.7

9

[a] FRET-based enzymatic assay with the recombinant catalytic domain of
human EphB4 in solution and an ATP concentration of 20 mm. Each inhibitor
was tested twice. To provide evidence against nonspecific effects such as aggregation, compound 2 was also tested upon addition of the detergent Triton X-100 (0.1 % v/v). Similar values of percent inhibition (compound 2 at 30
and 10 mm) were measured with and without detergent. [b] Enzymatic assay
with the recombinant catalytic domain of human EphB4 and [g-33P]ATP at
1 mm (performed at Reaction Biology Corp).

Experimental validation
The 23 compounds selected for
validation were tested in two
different enzymatic assays with
the kinase catalytic domain of
EphB4 in solution. One assay is
based on fluorescence-resonance energy transfer (FRET) between coumarin and fluorescein
(Omnia Tyr recombinant kit
KNZ4051, BioSourceTM[67]), while
the other measures the amount
of radiolabeled phosphate transferred from [g-33P]ATP to the
substrate upon phosphorylation
by EphB4.[68] Three of the 23
compounds tested share a 2formamido-4-phenylthiopheneChemMedChem 2010, 5, 1007 – 1014

Figure 2. Binding mode of compound 1 predicted by docking. a) The intermolecular HBs to the hinge loop and
entrance loop are shown with yellow dashed lines. The pose was minimized in the rigid EphB4 structure (PDB ID:
2VWX). The atoms of the side chain of the gatekeeper residue Thr693 are represented as spheres. Nonpolar hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. b) The five QM probes used as filters are highlighted with red labels. Integer
labels on compound 1 indicate functional groups mentioned in the text. The side chain of Phe695 is omitted for
clarity.
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Table 4. Structure and inhibitory activity of 23 commercially available derivatives of compound 1.

Compd

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

IC50 [mm][a]

Inhibition [%]
at 20 mm compd[a]

4

CH2CH2

CH3

H

H

F

H

H

–

49

CH3

H

H

H

H

H

–

50

CH3
H

H
H

H
CH3

C(CH3)3
CH3

H
H

H
H

–
–

38
46

8

H

CH3

H

H

CH3

H

–

50

9

H

Cl

H

Cl

H

H

9.7

–

10

CH3

H

H

CH3

H

H

13.7

–

11

CH3

Cl

H

Cl

H

H

7.8

–

H

H

H

CH3

H

–

7

13

CH3

H

H

CH3

H

H

–

40

14

H

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

44

15

CH3

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

31

16

H

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

21

17

CH3

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

16

H
CH3

H
H

CH3
H

CH3
CH2CH3

H
H

H
H

–
16.3

55
–

20

CH3

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

27

21

H

H

H

CH3

H

H

–

15

CH3
H

Cl
Cl

H
H

Cl
Cl

H
H

H
H

–
–

47
54

24

CH3

H

H

CH3

H

H

5.2

–

25

CH3

H

CH3

CH3

H

H

–

2

26

H

H

H

Cl

H

H

–

20

5
6
7

12

18
19

22
23

CH2CH2CH2
CH2CH2

CH2CH2CH2

CH2CH2CH2
CH2CH2CH2

CH2CH2CH2
CH2CH2CH2

[a] FRET-based enzymatic assay with the recombinant catalytic domain of human EphB4 in solution and ATP at 20 mm; each inhibitor was tested twice, and
average values are reported.
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amide group N3 H are involved in HBs with the backbone
polar groups in the hinge region. Moreover, its carboxyl group
is involved in a HB with the entrance pocket, and the dimethylphenyl ring is buried in the hydrophobic pocket. To validate
the predicted binding mode of compound 1, a set of 23 commercially available derivatives with the same 2-formamido-4phenylthiophene-3-carboxamide scaffold were purchased and
tested (Table 4). The structure–activity relationship (SAR) data
are consistent with the binding mode. In particular, the cyclopropyl group at R7 causes a major loss in activity (compound
12), in agreement with the hinge region HB of the amide
group N1 H. Moreover, the similar inhibitory activity of compounds 22 and 23 (~ 50 % at 20 mm), which differ only by a
methyl group at R2, is consistent with the orientation of the R2
substituent toward the solvent (Figure 2).
The selectivity profile of compound 1 was tested against a
panel of 85 protein kinases (National Centre for Protein Kinase
Profiling at the University of Dundee; see Supporting Information table S-II). At 10 mm, the activity of Aurora B remained
37 % relative to a DMSO control, while six other kinases retained 40–60 % activity (Table 5). Note that three of these
seven kinases have Thr as gatekeeper residue. Importantly, the
inhibitory activity of compound 1 on the remaining 78 kinases
is either zero or extremely modest. The binding mode obtained by docking into EphB4 suggests that the phenyl ring of
compound 1 interacts favorably with the hydroxy group of the
gatekeeper Thr693 (Eprobe10 = 1.6 kcal mol 1). These results indicate that compound 1 is rather selective, which is partially
due to the use of the QM Probe 10 at the gatekeeper side
chain (only ~ 20 % of human kinases have Thr as gatekeeper).[59]
Interestingly, the known inhibitors PP2,[69] ONC102,[70] and
MIYA9f[71] have very favorable interaction energy with QM
Probe 10 (Table 2), which is consistent with their good selectivity for protein kinases with Thr as the gatekeeper.

Table 5. Selectivity profile of compound 1 tested on a panel of 85 protein kinases.
Kinase
Aurora B
EphA2
VEGFR
p38B MAPK
FGFR1
LKB1
CK1d
5 kinases
13 kinases
10 kinases
50 other kinases

Activity [%][a]

Gatekeeper[b]

37
41
42
51
60
60
60
60 < % activity  70
70 < % activity  80
80 < % activity  90
> 90

Leu
Thr
Thr
Thr
Val
Met
Met
–
–
–
–

[a] Percent activity remaining with compound 1 present at 10 mm; values
are relative to a control with 100 % DMSO. Measurements were carried
out at the National Centre for Protein Kinase Profiling at the University of
Dundee. [b] The 78 un-nominated kinases have the following residue as
gatekeeper with occurrence in parentheses: Met (35), Leu (16), Phe (12),
Thr (10), Gln (2), Glu (1), Ile (1), and Tyr (1). The sequence information and
gatekeeper residues of the whole panel of 85 kinases are given in the
Supporting Information (table S-III); the ATP concentration in the assay is
also shown in the Supporting Information (table S-II).

ChemMedChem 2010, 5, 1007 – 1014

Conclusions
A new procedure for filtering millions of poses of small molecules based on QM calculations is described by an application
to the tyrosine kinase EphB4. Polar groups in the protein binding site are substituted by small probes consisting of 2–10
atoms such as water and methanol for the carbonyl and hydroxy groups, respectively, and the interaction energy values
between each pose and individual QM probes are calculated
using a semi-empirical Hamiltonian. The use of a first-principle
method is an advantage over classical force fields with fixed
partial charges. As an example, the QM probes are able to
detect favorable polar interactions such as the aromatic
CH···O=C interaction, which can be rather strong depending
on the electronegativity of substituents on the aromatic ring.
The QM probe filtering is applied to ~ 100 million poses of
small molecules generated by automatic docking into the ATP
binding site of the kinase catalytic domain of EphB4. Only 1 %
of the poses pass the filters of favorable interaction energy
with five QM probes: three in the hinge region, one at the entrance pocket, and one at the gatekeeper side chain (Thr693 in
EphB4). The latter is a non-conserved residue in the kinome,
and is therefore used to bias the virtual screening toward selective inhibitors. Upon further filtering based on nonpolar interactions, ligand strain, and visual inspection, 23 compounds
are selected and tested in an enzymatic assay. Importantly, the
QM probe filters as well as the additional filters used for postprocessing require rather arbitrary threshold values, which
might seem to contradict the use of first-principle methods.
The QM probe method is an approximation of the real binding
free energy because it takes into account only part of the protein target. Moreover, entropic terms are neglected.
Of the 23 compounds tested, three molecules with a 2-formamido-4-phenylthiophene-3-carboxamide scaffold are active in
the low micromolar range in two different enzymatic assays.
Additional evidence for the binding mode of compound 1,
and in particular its favorable interactions with the protein
functional groups approximated by the QM probes, is provided
by the SAR of 25 commercially available derivatives. Enzymatic
assays on a panel of 85 protein kinases indicate that compound 1 is not promiscuous, as no inhibitory activity is observed for most of these kinases and modest inhibitory activity
for only seven of them (three of which have Thr as a gatekeeper residue). Thus, compound 1 has potential for further development into a lead candidate, because of its low micromolar
inhibitory activity for EphB4, low Mr (373 g mol 1), and good selectivity profile.
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